Pet Policy

Questions & Answers

When does this policy come into effect?
January 1, 2020
How big of a dog will you allow?
GEF Seniors Housing will only consider applications for dogs that are under
50 centimetres (20 inches) in height at the shoulder and weigh less than
16 kg (35 pounds) at adult size.
Why are we now allowing for the potential of cats/dogs to live in GEF
buildings?
GEF Seniors Housing acknowledges
the importance pets have in the
lives of seniors—often providing
social and emotional support, and
unconditional love.
We also recognize that a person’s life
journey from flexibility and choice
in living options, which includes
the choice to have and care for
a pet, to having to explore living
options that can and often become
more restrictive in those choices,
particularly for seniors who may
need to access affordable housing
can be difficult, often adding

additional stress and anxiety in their
search for appropriate housing.
With the above in mind, we have
made the decision to accommodate
applications from seniors who may
be looking at affordable housing
and who may have had a cat or dog
that has been a part of their life for
at least three years, recognizing the
importance of this relationship and
its impact on the seniors’ quality of
life. Therefore, a cat or dog—subject
to the policy’s criteria—may be
allowed at the site with the approval
of the Site Manager or designate.
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Why are we not allowing our current tenants or residents to get a
cat or dog?
An established relationship must
already exist between the tenant
or resident and the pet. Therefore,
the pet must be at least three
years old and have been owned
by the tenant or resident for at
least three years.
Not all GEF Seniors Housing units
are designed – or designated –
for tenants or residents who may
have previously had a cat or dog.
However, if a tenant or resident

has recently moved in and did
have a pre-existing, long term
relationship with a pet which was
given to a family member to care
for, and a designated unit that can
appropriately accommodate a
pet is available, the Site Manager
could review the situation.
However, as would be expected
with any new application, all the
policy’s eligibility criteria must be
met.

Why is there a $250 non-refundable fee charged if we approve a
pet application for a cat or dog? Can our tenants or residents afford
this fee?
As GEF Seniors Housing is a notfor-profit organization, this fee is
charged on a cost-recovery basis.
There are initial and ongoing
administration and maintenance/
housekeeping costs to having
pets in our buildings, including
monthly inspections and added maintenance/housekeeping
expenses when the tenant or
resident and their pet move out
of the unit.

There is also an assumption that
tenants or residents who want to
bring their cat or dog with them
would also be responsible pet
owners and would have budgeted for the other ongoing costs/
financial responsibilities of having
a pet.

Why are we charging $20 per
month for a cat or dog to
live in a GEF building?
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GEF is a not-for-profit
organization and having a cat or dog in a unit
requires monthly inspections. This fee is charged to
help defray ongoing administration, maintenance and housekeeping
costs.

Why does the cat or dog have to be at
least three years of age and owned
by the primary applicant for the
same period of time?
It is important that the
applicant and their pet have
an established relationship
as behaviour will be more
predictable. The pet must
be at least three years old as
they will have reached full
maturity; this will have taken
them out of chewing, marking
and accidental toileting stage
of life, and there has been the
establishment of a strong bond/
relationship between the tenant or
resident and their pet.
Why can the cat or dog only be left alone for not more than eight
hours at a time?
Pet ownership is both a privilege and a responsibility, and tenants
and residents who choose to request that a cat or dog be able to live
with them in their unit must be responsible pet owners. This time limit
underscores GEF Seniors Housing’s expectation that pet owners will
ensure appropriate quality of life for their pets and ensure that dogs,
who are quite social animals by nature, are not left alone for extended
periods of time.
How many cats or dogs will GEF allow in a building at the same
time?
This number will vary from building to building and will ultimately be
at the discretion of the Site Manager to determine, based on several
factors. Certain units will not be suitable for a pet – for instance
because they are not easily accessible to the outdoors, they do not
have flooring and finishing that are suitable for pets, or there is
another resident or tenant close by with health issues related to pets.
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Why can you not have a dog larger than the height and weight
stated in the policy?
As a general rule, specific height and weight restrictions rule out
having certain types of dogs in the building – usually larger breeds.
Smaller dog breeds are generally
more appropriate for communal
environments such as GEF apartments and lodges, which have
smaller living spaces.
What happens if another
tenant or resident, or a
staff member is allergic
to a cat or dog and you
allow someone with a
cat or dog to move into
the building?
The Site Manager will generally
already know if someone else in the
building – whether a tenant, resident or
staff member – has pet allergies. The Site Manager
will discuss this concern with the affected person or people and assess
the potential for any sort of conflict between the two before making a
final decision on whether to approve a tenant’s or resident’s cat or dog
application.
What will happen if there is noise - such as barking - coming from a
unit with a dog?
To some degree, it is inevitable that a dog will bark from time to
time. However, repeated episodes of prolonged barking are usually
indicative of other issues, so management will address these issues as
they arise. Generally, the expectation is that tenants and residents will
be respectful of their neighbours, and will keep the noise from their
pets to a minimum.
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What happens if someone is bitten by a dog or scratched by a cat
you have allowed into a building?
The responsible pet owner must notify the site management team
immediately when they become aware of any personal injury to any
member of their family, guests, other tenants or residents, or staff that
occurs on GEF Seniors Housing property. The site management team
will investigate and determine the best course of action.
What happens to the cat or dog if the tenant or resident can no
longer properly care for their pet?
All pet owners must have a minimum of two back-up people who
can take responsibility for the pet, should the owner be unable to
do so for any length of time. Depending on the circumstances, site
management will make the determination on next steps, up to and
including whether the pet will be required to be surrendered to animal
welfare authorities.
How many of GEF’s buildings will accept a cat or dog?
All of GEF’s buildings have the ability to accept pets.
Who makes the final decision as to whether a cat or dog will be
allowed to live in a GEF building?
The Site Manager or designate.
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Who is responsible for the care of the cat or dog?
The pet owner is solely responsible for the care and welfare of the pet,
and all costs of maintaining a healthy pet.
Is GEF responsible for the safety of the tenants/residents and
visitors to a GEF building that allows cats/dogs, if a dog bites or
frightens another tenant/resident, visitor, or staff member?
GEF Seniors Housing is responsible to ensure all of our buildings are
safe, and this is a responsibility we take very seriously. The health and
safety of all our tenants, residents, staff and visitors is of paramount
importance to us.
The pet owner is solely responsible for ensuring their pet is handled
and behaves appropriately. As per our policy, the pet owner is and fully
agrees they are solely responsible for any claims, demands, actions,
and costs resulting from any injury or damage their pet causes, and
GEF Seniors Housing is in no way whatsoever responsible.

What happens to the cat or
dog if the tenant or resident
gets sick and cannot
properly take care of
their pet?
Each pet owner must
have a minimum of
two back-up contact
people in place who
are ready and able at all
times to care for the pet,
should the owner be unable
to do so. Should the pet owner
be unable to resume taking care of the
pet, the Designated Guardian will be asked to
assume caring for the pet on a longer-term basis.
If there is no one able to take care of the pet, it will have to be
surrendered to animal welfare authorities.
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Why is a tenant or resident only allowed to have one cat or dog in
their unit?
The lodge and apartment units in GEF communities are only large
enough to accommodate one cat or dog.
Why does the cat or dog need to be spayed or neutered?
The pet must be spayed or neutered because there can only be one
pet per owner, and also because the expectation is that pets in GEF
buildings would be older and more mature. As well, spaying and
neutering of pets is a hallmark of a responsible pet owner.
Why does the cat or dog need to be vaccinated and licensed?
Up to date vaccinations are critical for the health of the pet and for the
people who may come in contact with the pets. As well, up to date
vaccinations are a hallmark of a responsible and caring pet owner. The
City of Edmonton requires pet licenses as indicated, and it’s important
for responsible pet owners to follow all applicable laws and bylaws
relating to pet ownership.
Why can’t the cat or dog be allowed to visit other tenants or
residents in the building?
While other tenants and residents are certainly free and welcome to
visit the pet in its owner’s unit, there are several reasons why pets
cannot be allowed to visit other tenants or residents. The primary
reason is because there may be other seniors or others in the building
who are allergic to pets, and it’s important to lessen the possibility of
any adverse reactions.
As well, some seniors and others may not be comfortable around cats
or dogs, so out of respect for these concerns, GEF Seniors Housing has
set the policy that pets are to remain in their owner’s unit – except
when a dog is being taken outside for walks or for toileting purposes.
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